Press release

iMakr is Sintratecs new reseller for the UK

The 3D printing reseller iMakr is now an official sales partner of Sintratec. The Sintratec products are presented and distributed in the iMakr flagship store in London and via the iMakr webshop. With this partnership Sintratec is responding to the growing demand from the UK.

Brugg, 12 September 2017 – Sintratec is further expanding its distribution network and is cooperating with the English 3D printing reseller iMakr. iMakr is one of the world’s leading independent 3D printing distributors. Along with 3D printers of various technologies the company also offers 3D scanners, printing materials and a wide range of accessories. In addition, iMakr regularly conducts courses, workshops and other events related to 3D printing technology.

Highest quality of products and customer service
Quality has top priority for iMakr. The employees receive regular training courses on the machines, in order to be able to advise the customers at any time with professional competence. An expert team of engineers also subjects all machines to a strict quality control before they are included in the product range at all.

"We are proud that our machines have passed the strict quality tests of iMakr at the first attempt. The long-term strategy of iMakr convinced us. We are delighted to have found a partner with iMakr, who has a strong trust in our products," explains Gabor Koppanyi, Head of Marketing and Sales at Sintratec.

Response to the growing demand from the UK
With the iMakr partnership Sintratec responds to the growing demand from the UK. Gabor Koppanyi further says: "We have received more and more inquiries from the UK. iMakr will take care of these professionally and quickly. In addition, the delivery times to the end customer are significantly shortened since iMakr will have our products in stock. Thanks to the cooperation with iMakr, we are closer to our customers in this region and can respond to their needs more quickly and personally."
About Sintratec

Sintratec is a Swiss high-tech company specialising in the development and production of SLS 3D printers. The range includes desktop laser sintering systems which work with high quality polymers. Sintratec’s laser sintering technology allows the production of complex and freeform objects which meet demanding resolution, robustness and temperature standards. Around 300 professional Sintratec machines are in operation around the world in various industries, universities and research institutes.
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